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Executive summary
This report summaries volcanic activity at Soufriere Hills volcano Montserrat for the period 15 August
2009 to 28 February 2010, including all monitoring and visual observations.
The renewal of activity on 4 October 2009 marked the beginning of the fifth main phase of volcanic
activity in the 14.6 years of the eruption. This phase of activity has comprised ash venting, dome growth
and piecemeal collapse involving pyroclastic flows in all main valleys that drain the volcano.
The volcanic activity has been characterised by marked cyclicity. There have also been five Vulcanian
explosions. The first of these explosions on 8th January 2010 sent pyroclastic flows further down the
Belham valley (6 km) than ever before during the whole eruption.
On 11 February 2010 there was a major partial collapse of the lava dome. This collapse impacted the
north and northeastern flanks of the volcano and extended the coastline significantly. It is undoubtedly
the largest event to have occurred since May 2006 dome collapse.
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1. Volcanic Activity for the Period 15 August 2009 to 28 February 2010
1.1 Narrative
Prior to the 4 October 2009 visible activity was absent and associated seismicity was low.
1.1.1 Initial ash venting activity
The onset of activity on 4 October began at approximately 9:00 pm (local time) with a small swarm of
twenty four VT earthquakes. This was the only precursor apart from a marked drop in gas output in the
two days preceding the onset of activity (see section 1.4). The VT swarm was followed at 10:00 pm by
an ash venting event which lasted approximately two hours. There then followed another twelve ash
venting events (see Table 1 and Fig 1). These lasted between 6 and 117 minutes and generated ash
plumes up to 6 km (20,000 ft). The ash venting episodes ended on 7 October. The term ‘ash venting’ is
used rather than ‘explosion’ owing to the mild seismic signal generated by the activity. In addition
although most of these events were well observed no ballistic fragments were seen. Fallout deposits are
characterised by relatively coarse, well sorted ash (collected at Garibaldi Hill).
Only one pyroclastic flow (PF) was observed in the head of Tyers Ghaut associated with this ash venting
activity, however helicopter observations on 7 October revealed several generations of PF deposits to
the south (maximum runout of 1.5 km). There were also thin sinuous ribbons of small PF deposits on the
western flank and a thin surge deposit on the Tar River side (500 m runout). Clearly small PFs did occur
associated with these events. The more abundant PFs to the south suggest that the source of the ash
venting activity was located in the southern part of the summit of the dome.
Date
4 Oct
5 Oct

6 Oct

7 Oct

Time
(local)
22:08
10:37
13:25
15:41
03:18
05:58
08:48
10:43
12:50
15:07

Duration
(mins)
117
25
10
9
20
22
13
6
11
7

Interval
(mins)

Pause
(mins)

Assoc
LP

632
143
126
688
140
142
102
121
126

Plume height
(km) (k ft)
3-4.5 (10 -15)
3.6 (12)
3-4.5 (10-15)
Low
Not obs
6 (20)
3-4.5 (10 -15)
1.5-3 (5-10)
4.5-6 (15-20)
1.5-3 (5-10)

749
168
136
697
160
170
115
127
137

17:12
20:56
00:00

31
18
7

125
224
184

118
193
166

>6 (>20)
3 (10)
1.5 (5)

Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Comments
Roaring heard. Strong ash plume
Pulsatory roaring at start of event
Pale /whiter plume
Small/weak plume
Not observed
Strong vigorous plume
White plume, steam-rich
Multiple pulsing event
Strong, ash-rich plume
Small/weak plume, booms heard
before event
Small PF at the head of Tyers Ghaut
Weak ash plume, small PF Tyers ghaut

Table 1: Details of ash venting episodes at SHV between 4 and 7 October 2009.
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a

c

b

d

Figure 1: Ash venting plumes at (a) 6:05 am LT and (b) 5:15 pm LT on 6 October 2009 both viewed from
Olveston. (c) PF deposits in White River valley and (d)PF deposits above Gages formed associated with
ash venting episodes 4-7 October 2009 (taken 7 October 2009)
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1.1.2 Dome growth
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Rockfall and PF data from 3 October 2009 to 14 February 2010. (a) PFs observed by MVO staff,
mainly during working hours and shifts. Each flow was subsequently assigned to one of six directions
and one of three size categories. The size of each symbol is proportional to the size of the flow. (b) Daily
counts of Rockfalls and LP/Rockfalls determined by inspection of the the MBFL helicorder plots.

After a reduction in seismicity and absence of any visible activity for 48 hours, small rockfall signals
began being recorded on the seismic network on 9 October and the presence of an active lava dome on
the southern side of the pre-existing dome was confirmed later that day.

Based on the frequency of seismic events/rockfall counts we subdivide the activity in Phase 5 so far, into
three episodes of dome growth:


Episode 1: 9 October – 20 November 2009



Episode 2: 20 November 2009 - 8 January 2010



Episode 3: 8 Janury – 11 February 2010
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1.1.2.1 Episode 1: 9 October – 20 November 2009
A few ash clouds formed by PFs were observed moving to the south in the White River valley on 9 and
10 October, then the direction of dome growth apparently switched to the north on the morning of 11
October. Numerous PFs moved down Tyers Ghaut in the next few days. On 13 October a period of
sustained activity resulted in PFs in Tyers Ghaut to 2.5 km just below Dyers village. Dome growth then
switched back to the south on 14 October and reached a peak on the 16 October when PFs reached the
sea to the south on the White River fan.
A characteristic feature of Phase 5 dome growth has been the simultaneous occurrence of PFs in more
than one direction, sometimes on the opposite side of the lava dome. This feature might be related to
rapid lava extrusion focussed on the summit region of the dome.
Although PFs typically occurred in several different directions on the same day the dominant direction
for much of the first three weeks of dome growth was to the south and marked filling of the upper part
of the White River was evident. As a consequence the wall dividing the White River from Gingoes Ghaut
became buried and ineffective as a barrier to material being shed from the dome, and on 4 November
PFs moved down Gingoes Ghaut for first time in the eruption (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Pyroclastic flows moving directly into Gingoes Ghaut for the first time 4 November 2009
On 10 November dome growth was taking place above Chances Peak such that some rockfalls were
occurring directly above and onto the peak itself. It was at about this time that the first significant PFs
moved down the Gages valley. Due to the convex morphology of the Gages fan PFs were directed
toward either side (i.e. either north or south of it) rather than down the central part. As a consequence
the PFs moving down the south side were channelled into the top of Spring Ghaut (Fig 4). Vigorous
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convection of ash plumes developed as flows dropped off the edge of Gages Fan into the deep Spring
Ghaut.

Figure 4: Vigorous convection of ash plumes from pyroclastic flows dropping into Spring Ghaut from
Gages fan - November 2009. Viewed from Garibaldi Hill.
Towards the end of Episode 1, as peaks of cycles of activity became less frequent, there was some
indication that the runout of PFs increased, perhaps related to an increase in the accumulated volume of
lava on the dome before the material was shed.
1.1.2.2 Episode 2: 20 November 2009 - 8 January 2010
Following a clear decease in activity (a gradual increase in time between cycle peaks to 13 hours), on 19
November a series of nine large VT/hybrids occurred. Over the next few days activity increased and
tremor became intense for 24 hours on 23 November, then waned and began occurring in cycles, on a 4
hour period. Initially cycles were associated with small hybrids/lps merging to tremor. After about a
week the tremor waned but cycles continued and were particularly marked during Episode 2 of activity.
Cycle peaks were characterised by ash venting together with an increase in frequency of PFs, typically in
several different directions.
Activity during Episode 2 was focussed on the northern and western side of the lava dome (see Figure
5). For much of the time Tuitts Ghaut (to the northeast) was the dominant PF direction, however
simultaneous PFs in quite different directions remained commonplace.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 5: Ash venting taking place on cycle peaks (a) occurring from the dome summit together with PFs
moving northeast on north 30 December 2009. (b) 30 December 2009 (5:54 pm) viewed from MVO and
(c) 2 January 2010 from Olveston. The arrow points to the venting plume which is located behind the
more diffuse PF plume.
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Ash venting occurring on cycle peaks was typical. The ash venting was formed by vigorous emission of
tephra directly from the summit of the dome lasting between 30 minutes and 2 hours. Ash venting
plumes sometimes reached 5 km (15,000 ft). The seismic signal associated with the ash venting was a
continuous low-amplitude signal. It was sometimes difficult to discern the ash venting plume from those
derived by PFs, however most cycle peaks during Episode 2 involved ash venting. Clear views of the
summit of the lava dome in late December 2009 and early January 2010, showed that the relatively
inactive portion of the southern part of the summit of the lava dome had a marked ash rampart
developed on it. This rampart was clearly related to proximal deposition from the ash venting (see Fig.
22, Section 1.5 Page 30.).
Fallout from the ash venting was notably coarser grained than that deposited by ash plumes from PFs.
In fact, fallout from such ash venting at MVO on 4 January 2010 was of fine lapilli grainsize
In early December 2009 the focus of dome growth and rockfall / PF activity shifted from northeast, to
the west and PFs started to move down Tyers Ghaut. An abundance of short-runout PFs caused the
uppermost 1.5 km of the Ghaut to quickly become filled and later flows were less confined, either
travelling further north onto Farrells plain or further west into the next Ghaut (known locally as Hussy
Ghaut).
Episode 2 ended with a Vulcanian explosion on 8 and two on 10 January 2010 (see later section on
Vulcanian explosions and Appendix 2 for further information).

1.1.2.3 Episode 3: 8 January – 11 February
By 11 January dome profiles indicated that new lava had been added to the summit region and on 12
January cyclicity restarted, coincident with on oe the aftershocks of the magnitude 7.0 Mw Haiti
earthquake.
On 18 January an extended period of sustained PFs occurred down the Gages valley with flows entering
Spring Ghaut and reaching the sea at Kinsale for the first time in the eruption.
Cycle peaks were weaker than those during Episode 2. The focus of dome growth was in a similar area
on the northern and western flanks, although perhaps more focussed on the west than in Episode 2 (see
Fig. 2a). Episode 3 ended with the partial dome collapse on 11 February 2010 (see Section 1.1.4 and
Appendix 3 for more detail).
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1.1.3 Vulcanian Explosions
In January and February 2010 five vulcanian explosions of varying size occurred at SHV. Table 2
summarises the key features of these explosions. All of these involved fountain collapse PFs typically in
more than one ghaut.
Date

Time

8 Jan

14:49

Duration
(Mins)
11

10 Jan
10 Jan
05 Feb

01:28
20:27
13:49

7
4
7

08 Feb

19:57

6

Lapilli
fallout
No , Ash
from PFs
Not known
Yes pumice
Yes nonpumiceous
Not known

WBG

TR FP

TyG
/B
5.8

Ga

Gin

4

2.6

WR Plume Ht
Wash VAAC
1.5 25,000 ft

4.7

2

2

>2

?

1.5

3
2
4

?

?

1.5

2.5
1.5
2

1.5

1.5

22,000 ft
18,000 ft
22,000 ft

1.5

2

x

x

x

x

3.5

x

x

15,000 ft

Table 2 Key features of the five Vulcanian explosion that occurred in January and February 2010. All
times are local. WBG = Whites Bottom Ghaut, TR=Tar River valley, FP=farrells plain, TyG/B= Tyers
Ghaut/Belham valley, Ga=Gages; G= Gingoes Ghaut , WR=White River. Units in valley column = pf runout
in kilometres.

The 8 January explosion was the largest of those in January and February and was well observed, being
recorded in its entirety on video, thermal video (including high resolution FLIR) and still photographs.
The two explosions on January 10 both occurred during the hours of darkness, however both were well
captured on the MVO thermal camera.
The 20:27 explosion on 10 January had the least extensive PFs of the three explosions in January 2010 ,
however it did generate pumiceous lapilli fallout. This occurred over northwestern Montserrat. See
Appendix 2 for an isopleth map.
On the morning of 5 February a large 30 m high pyramidal-shaped extrusion in the southwestern portion
of the dome summit was identified for the first time. This structure was destroyed by the explosion. The
longest runout PFs moved to the west down Spring and then Aymer’s Ghaut to Kinsale. Pyroclastic
surges were seen travelling across the sea in the southern Plymouth region moving northwestwards.
Lobes of the PFs from this event also travelled into Plymouth, although none reached the sea. The
velocity of PFs in the first 2 km was 50 -60 m/s (measured from thermal camera). Non pumiceous lapilli
fallout occurred to the south (mostly sub cm) around Fergus Ridge seismic station.
The 8 February explosion was the smallest explosion of the sequence in January and February. All
observations on this event come from the MVO thermal camera which showed small pyroclastic surges
travelling a few hundred metres down the northern flank of the dome, however the majority of PFs
were almost totally confined to the Gages valley and probably did not reach the sea. Light ashfall was
reported in southwest Antigua.
(Further details on the Vulcanian explosions can be found in Appendix 2)
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1.1.4 11 February 2010 Partial Dome collapse event
On 11 February a large partial dome collapse event took place. This was a complex partial dome collapse
event and extensive PFs impacted the northern flanks of the volcano.
Large PFs entered the sea between Whites Bottom Ghaut and Trants Bay, completely inundating the
region and pyroclastic surges were seen travelling > 1 km offshore from Lookout village. The only
landmark now visible in the region of the old WH Bramble airport is the old sugar mill tower at Trants
(which has been part buried) and the old coastline has been extended 650 m out to sea in the Spanish
Point region.
Pyroclastic surges inundated the area to the north of the volcano, impacting large areas that had not
previously been affected, including Harris Village, Farm River and Bugby hole. A surge derived PF
travelled eastwards down the Farm River valley to Trants.
The event started at 11:52 am and lasted almost two hours. At first, sustained dome-collapse PFs moved
to the northeast and, within 7 minutes, were seen by MVO observers within 300 m of Bramble Airport.
Activity quickly spread to the northern flank. After about 50 minutes of near-continuous activity on the
north and northeast flanks, there was an increase in the level of activity, as seen on the seismic data,
which remained high for about an hour. During this hour, there were several peaks in PF activity and at
least two explosions. There is also evidence that there was a small lateral blast type pyroclastic surge
associated with this event as deduced from the extensive damage to buildings in the Harris, Streatham
and Farrells plain region. Two pulses of PFs occurred down the Belham valley reaching Cork hill.
Seismicity associated with the activity waned at 13:40.
The event left a large scar oriented approximately north- south and about 300m wide in the northern
flank of the lava dome. The floor of the scar has some large remnants of what appears to be the old
crater rim that have been intensely eroded, by the PFs formed during the event. Separate from the
collapse scar, there is a crater 200 m in diameter in the summit of the lava dome.
Owing to the west-southwest winds, fallout on Montserrat was restricted to the eastern portion of the
island. Lookout village was the only inhabited area of the island with reported ashfall. Fallout further
afield was blown east and then southeast by light winds generating ashfall in Antigua, Guadeloupe,
Dominica Martinique and St Lucia. As a result there was extensive disruption to air travel in the Eastern
Caribbean region for several days.
Despite the fact that several vulcanian explosions in January and February 2010 had occurred close to
the peak of cycles, the 11 February event occurred a clear hour afterPFs associated with the peak of the
cycle had finished.
(Further detailed information on this event can be found in Appendix 3)
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1.2 SEISMIC ACTIVITY
1.2.1 Seismic Activity from 15 August 2009 to 14 February 2010
Figure 6 shows the daily count of the different earthquake types for the period 15 August 2009 to 14
February 2010, inclusive. Activity was low up until 5 October 2009, with the overall event rate rarely
above five events per day, similar to event count levels since April 2009.

Fig 6 Daily counts of event types at the SHV for the period 15 August 2009 to 14 February 2010,
inclusive. The total count is shown at the top, with individuals counts for VT Events, Hybrids, LP Events,
LP/Rockfalls and Rockfalls.

Activity increased markedly on 5 October 2009, prior to the onset of Phase 5 of extrusion, and remained
high until the dome collapse event on 11-Feb-2010. The earthquake count data in Figure 6 appears to
show a near-regular cyclicity in this period especially in Rockfall and LP/Rockfall activity, with three
distinct episodes. Much of this is an artefact caused by network bias, as discussed in Section 4.1.2 below.
The manual count of Rockfalls and LP/Rockfalls from the MBFL helicorder plots, used in Figure 2(a) is a
more accurate measure of the rockfall activity during Phase 5. This confirms the presence of the three
episodes, although they are not so well-defined as appears in Figure 6.
The first seismic activity was a brief intense swarm of VT earthquakes on 5 October 2009, with more
than 20 VT earthquakes between 00:45 and 01:25 UTC. This was followed at 02:00 by a two-hour
episode of low-amplitude continuous tremor. Seismic activity continued for two days, up until 05:00 UTC
on 7 October, consisting of sporadic VT events, occasional LP events and short bands of low-amplitude
tremor.
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Rockfalls and Hybrid earthquakes started on 9 October and the level slowly increased until 11 October
when a long-term behaviour set in of LP events, LP/Rockfalls and Rockfalls. This pattern of activity
continued until late October.
There were also brief episodes of low-amplitude near-continuous tremor, often associated with ash
venting. These were usually less than an hour long. On 16 and 17 October, the episodes of tremor
occurred at regular intervals of between 3 and 4 hours.
A new pattern of activity started on 31 October, with many small semi-regular hybrid events. By 1
November, these were occurring in regular cycles, with the events coalescing into continuous tremor at
the height of each cycle. The cycles were typically eight hours apart. Figure 7(a) shows this activity,
which persisted until 6 November.

Figure 7: Helicorder plots from MBGH BHZ showing regular hybrid activity merging into continuous
seismic tremor. a) 1 November 2009. b) 28 November 2009.
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After 6 November, activity continued much as before, with LP events, Rockfalls, LP/Rockfalls and
occasional short bands of tremor. The level of activity gradually declined until mid-November.
LP activity resumed on 21 November, and peaked on 26 November. This was replaced by regular Hybrid
earthquake activity starting on 28 November. As before, these merged into continuous tremor at regular
intervals. These Hybrid events were much larger than the small hybrid events seen at the end of
October, as shown in Figure 7(b).
The regular cyclic activity continued but the seismic signals changed from Hybrid earthquakes to
continuous tremor associated with ash venting, the latter becoming the dominant component by
around 7 December. This activity continued up until the explosion on 8 January 2010.
Cyclic activity restarted on 11 January and continued through the February explosions until the partial
dome collapse on 11 February. There was a small increase in Hybrid and LP earthquakes in late January
and early February.
Seismic activity has been low since the partial dome collapse on 11 February, dominated by small and
moderate hybrid earthquakes and rockfalls. Many of the rockfalls are associated with ongoing erosion of
the collapse scar.

1.2.2 VT and Hybrid Locations
Figures 8 and 9 show the locations of all VT and Hybrid earthquakes recorded between 15 August 2009
and 14 February 2010, inclusive. These locations are, as usual, subject to large errors and network
biases, but the locations are mainly consistent with all recent VT and Hybrid activity, located beneath
the dome at depths between 1 and 4 km. Some of the deeper VT activity however appears to occur
more to the north.
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Figure 8: Hypocentres of VT Events recorded between 15 August 2009 and 14 February 2010.
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Figure 9: Hypocentres of Hybrid Events recorded between 15 August 2009 and 14 February 2010.
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The absolute errors in these locations are large and difficult to allow for. It is easier to consider the
relative locations.
Figure 10 shows the locations of the better located VT Events and Hybrids as a function of time during
Phase 5 from 1 October 2009 until 15 February 2010. Only events which are timed at seven or more
stations and with an RMS residual of 0.25 s or less are included in this plot. The locations are plotted
separately for latitude, longitude and depth.

Figure 10: Locations of VT and Hybrid events from 1 October 2009 to 15 February 2010 plotted against
origin time. a) Latitude. b) Longitude. c) Depth. Only events timed at seven or more stations and with an
RMS residual of 0.25 seconds or less are included.
Figure 10 shows a number of interesting features:
1. There appears to be a gradual deepening of VT events during September, prior to the onset of
Phase 5.
2. The VT events during the swarm activity at the start of Phase 5 appear to be further North and
deeper than the VT events before Phase 5.
3. The first of the three hybrid swarms in November appears to be deeper than the others two.

1.2.4 Explosion Signals
The five explosions that occurred in January and February 2010 appear to have seismic signals that are
unusual compared to the signals recorded from the explosions in 2008-2009 and perhaps also before
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then. The signals contain some very low-frequency energy, at frequencies below 0.1 Hz, near the start of
the signal.
This is illustrated in Figure 11 which shows the seismic data recorded at a single seismic station from the
two explosions on 3 January 2009 (Figure 11(a) and (b)) and from the explosions on 8 and 10 January
2010 (Figure 11(c) and (d) respectively). Each plot shows 10 minutes of seismic data recorded on the
vertical component and the log spectrogram of that data. The 2010 explosions show a significant
amount of very low frequency energy close to the start of the event, at frequencies between 0.01 and
0.1 Hz, which is absent from the 2009 explosion data. Similar low-frequency energy is seen on all the
working broad-band stations for all five explosions in January and February 2010.

This low-frequency energy appears to be a new phenomenon. It is not seen in the data from any of the
explosions in 2008 and January 2009 and there are no reports of signals like this from earlier explosions.
At the two stations with co-located infrasound sensors, there is a strong low-frequency acoustic wave at
about the same time (see Appendix 2). This probably generated the low-frequency seismic signals.
Figure 11 Seismic data for four explosions recorded at a single station. Each subplot shows ten minutes
of seismic signal with the log spectrogra. a) 03-Jan-2009 04:47 UTC recorded at MBGH BHZ. b) 03-Jan2009 07:07 UTC at MBGH BHZ. c) 8 Jan 2010 18:50 UTC at MBHA BHZ. d) 11 Jan 2010 00:27 UTC at
MBHA BHZ
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1.2.5 Pyroclastic Flow Signals
Many of the large PFs during Phase 5 were preceded by a Long-Period earthquake. Unlike LP/Rockfall
signals, there is usually a distinct gap between the LP earthquake and the onset of the flow. These gaps
vary in duration, but are typically less than one minute.
Figure 12 shows an example of the seismic data from three stations for a PF at about 16:00 UTC on 8
February 2010. The flow lasted for over three minutes, as can be seen in Figure 12(a). The initial LP
earthquake can be seen clearly in the first 100 seconds of data shown in Figure 12(b).

Figure 12 Seismic data from MBGH, MBG and MBLY (all BHZ) for the PF at 16:00 UTC on 8 February
2010. a) Ten minutes of data. b) 100 seconds of data.

These signals have been present since at least the start of 2010. It is not yet known if similar signals
were present earlier in Phase 5, or in the previous extrusive phases. Initial analysis of the occurrence of
these signals shows no temporal relationship with the cycles of seismic activity or any link to the
direction or run-out of the subsequent PF. They do appear to be more common for flows towards the
West (Gages). However, they have also been seen prior to flows in other directions, including the smallmoderate flow at the start of the dome collapse sequence on 11 February 2010.
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1.3 Ground Deformation
Ground deformation measurements made during the reporting period are indicative of deflation of the
flanks of SHV. The timing and trends of deflationary signals correspond to changes in extrusive regime
during Phase 5 of dome growth.

1.3.1 cGPS
MVO operates six cGPS sites which have been online throughout most of Phase 5. Access to four
additional CALIPSO cGPS stations on Montserrat completes the operational network. Data from the ten
stations are processed against a wider network of stable regional cGPS sites using the GAMIT/GLOBK
processing suite.
The majority of the continuous GPS stations on Montserrat have recorded strong deformation signals
that correspond to changes in surface activity on the volcano. The long-term, steady ‘inflation’ signal
continued from the end of Phase 4b (January 2009) until the onset of Phase 5 (October 2009). A reversal
in deformation trends indicates a shift to a ‘deflation’ signal that accompanied lava extrusion. The
example in Figure 13 shows the displacement of the TRNT station. The first two 6-7-week episodes both
show rapid deflation that later slows. Similar trends can be identified in data from other cGPS stations.

Figure 13 Northing position of Trants cGPS site (TRNT) leading up to and during Phase 5 of lava
extrusion. Timings of ash venting/explosions (red), partial collapse/large PFs (black) and regime changes
(blue dash) are indicated by the vertical lines.

Figure 14 shows averaged displacement velocities of the cGPS stations throughout Phase 5. Velocities
are measured relative to Antigua and may include an element of plate motion/ rotation. Calculated
velocities show station displacement vectors trending towards the crater area, suggesting flank deflation
that would be expected to accompany lava extrusion.
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Figure 14: Displacement velocities of cGPS stations on Montserrat between 4 October 2009 and 2
February 2010. Velocities are measured relative to Antigua (ANTG).

Longer-term trends in ground deformation indicate that recent trends are in keeping with displacements
recorded during previous extrusive phases, with rates of deflation exceeding those recorded during the
2005-2007 growth phase (Figure 15).
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Figure 15 Displacement of cGPS station at MVO North (Mongo Hill) from 2004 to January 2010 (blue
dots with associated error bars). Timing of extrusive phases is indicated by the grey shaded regions
(labelled).

1.3.2 EDM
One EDM triangular grid network and one EDM baseline are measured at intervals. The grid surveyed is
between points at Jack Boy Hill, Spanish Point and Hermitage Estate GPS station. The baseline is
between the MVO2 and Lee’s Yard.
Measurements from Jack Boy Hill and Spanish Point to the Hermitage reflector demonstrate shortening
in baseline lengths. The slant length from Jack Boy Hill to Hermitage shortened by 0.033m from 17
September to 18 December 2009. The line Spanish Point to Hermitage shows evidence which suggest
shortening in distance of 0.033m throughout the reporting period (Figure 16). Measurements taken
from Jack Boy Hill to Spanish point indicate a slight change of 0.009m in base line lengths for the
reporting period (Figure 17). Measurements between MVO2 to Lee’s Yard showed slight shortening of
0.004m (Figure 17).

Figure 16 EDM-measured slant length from (a) Jack Boy Hill to Hermitage and (b) Spanish Point to
Hermitage
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Figure 17 EDM measurements made between (a) Jack Boy Hill to Spanish Point and (b) MVO to Lee’s
Yard.

1.4

Gas Monitoring

1.4.1

Sulfur Dioxide

The SO2 emission rates are calculated using the differential optical absorbance technique (DOAS). Both
stations (LL and BR) are currently out of operation. The last data point was collected on 20 October;
about a month after SAC 13 meeting. The previous SAC report presented SO2 data showing a cyclic
degassing pattern, which is defined by three peaks and two troughs over the period 2002 until 2009. It
was also reported that at the time of the last SAC the SO2 emissions appeared to be in the waning stages
on the most recent peak. The limited data collected since that time has not made it possible to discern if
the pattern was still ongoing. However the data collected until 20 October did not depart from the
pattern of decreasing SO2 emissions with time (Figure 18).
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Figure 18 SO2 and HCL/SO2 variation from Jan 2008 till present. SO2 shows the continuing trend of
decreasing emissions with time.

1.4.2

Hydrogen Chloride

The FTIR went for repairs late 2009 and is back and working at a satisfactory standard. Figure 18 shows
that the ratio was well below 1 for the period 2008-2009 but was up to 5.4 on 29 January. It then
showed a steady decrease. Measurements obtained on 10 February gave a ratio of 2.3. The five values
obtained before the collapse on 11 Feb, were done during a time of activity when the dome was
preferentially shedding material every 4 to 11 hours (see section on cyclic activity). If the cyclic activity
was as a result of varying growth rates on the order of hours, the time when the measurement was
taken relative to the cycle peak may have influenced the obtained value. The rock fall plot (Fig 2) shows
no indication of an overall decrease in activity from late January leading up to the collapse and thus
suggests that the decreasing trend since late January might have been indeed skewed by the cyclic
activity.
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Figure 19 Graph showing variation of SO2 with HCL during Phases 2 and 3 and all the
pauses combined.
According to the model of Edmonds et al. (2002), the HCl flux can be used to estimate andesite
extrusion rates, HCL flux of 1000-2500 t/d are thought to be associated with extrusion rates in the range
2-4 m3/s while HCL fluxes of around 4000 t/d are associated with extrusion rates of around 8 m3/s. The
HCL/SO2 ratio, with no SO2 flux is of limited use and makes it impossible to calculate the HCL flux. This is
the present situation being faced at the MVO. However there is a wellsampled FTIR dataset from the
Phase 2 onwards thus making it possible to constrain a number of relationships. As can be seen in
Figure 19 there is a systematic variation of SO2 with HCl during the pauses, this is however not the case
during periods of dome growth where there is considerable scatter.
During the pauses the HCL/SO2 ratio is ~ 0.4 which is consistent with ratio values normally obtained
during periods of pause. Comparison of the HCL Flux and HCL/SO2 ratio for Phases 2 and 3 show a
systematic variation between both data sets. R2 values of the correlations are 0.58 for Phase 2, 0.48 for
Phase 3 and 0.52 combined. The obtained correlation values for both phases individually and combined
were used to estimate HCL flux from ratios measured in phase 5 (Figure 20). The estimated values show
HCL flux rates on the order of 2000-4000 t/d in late January which may be associated with an extrusion
rate of ~ 8 m3/s of andesite using the model of Edmonds et al (2002).
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Figure 20 Estimated HCL flux values for phase 5 based on correlations between HCL/SO2
and HCL flux for the second and third phases individually and combined. Numbers in brackets
indicate which phase correlation was used to obtain the phase 5 values.

1.5. Dome Morphology, Volume and Deposit Geology
Following the resumption of activity in October 2009, there has been significant new growth of the lava
dome. The growth has occurred on top of the pre-existing dome, increasing the height to a pre-collapse
maximum of 1170 m a.s.l. (from 1050 m in September 2009) and adding approximately 35 x 10 6 m3 of
dome rock and talus and 35 x 106 m3 in PF deposits.

1.5.1. Dome Morphology
Figure 21 shows two sets of profiles from the MVO observation deck and from photographs provided by
Eric Tomme (a resident of Old Towne). The profiles show the progressive growth of the new lobes on
top of the pre-existing dome in a zone stretching from the SW (above White River) through the W and
NW sectors to the NE above Tuitts and Whites Ghauts. Changes resulting from the five explosions in
January and February, as well as the large partial collapse on 11 February are also evident.
New dome growth was observed on 9 October, with new extrusion occurring in a chute above the White
River. This dome had a blocky appearance with a small amount of talus around the toe of the lobe. Good
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views from MVO on 20 October revealed a new steep face above Chances Peak and a flat-topped lobe
above the chutes feeding Tyers Ghaut (Fig. 21a). Throughout the rest of October, growth appeared to
have been focused at the summit of the dome, with active faces above both Whites and Tuitts Ghauts
and above the White River (the predominant active area). Observations from the helicopter revealed
that the surface of the dome was still of a blocky nature, with no visible signs of any shear lobes. On 29
October, a 30 m high spine was observed from MVO. The spine was not visible the following day and is
assumed to have collapsed overnight.
In early November, growth switched from the SW to the W above Gages and continued in early
December. In late November, the dome started growing to the NE and the W simultaneously. Profiles
from 9 December (from Old Towne) and 12 December (from MVO) showed extensive growth to the NE
(Fig. 21b). Again, the surface of the dome was still blocky and the new growth may have formed features
similar to the pancake lobes described by Watts et al (2002). Through December, growth continued to
the NE as well as the N and NW sectors above Farrell’s Plain and Tyers Ghaut. Partial views of the dome
on 22 and 25 December revealed little change in overall height of the dome. However, on 29 December,
another short-lived, blocky spine grew in approximately the same location as the 29 October spine.
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Figure 21: Dome profiles drawn from photographs acquired from MVO (left) and Old Towne (right)
showing changes to the dome due to a) new growth on 20 & 22 October, b) growth to the NE in midDecember, c) shear lobe on 2 January 2010, d) Vulcanian explosions in January 2010, e) Post 5 February
Vulcanian explosion growth (No photograph from Old Towne for this period).
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On 30 December, a combined visual and thermal survey of about 75 % of the dome produced a detailed
picture of the summit area (Figure 22). In general, the summit of the dome was relatively flat with
several well defined features present. The most obvious of these was a large ash rampart that stretched
through an arc of about 180° on the southern side of the summit from the west above Gages Valley to
close to the 2006-07 lobe in the east. South of this, the top of the October-November lobe above the
White River and Gingoes Ghaut can be seen. The thermal camera showed these two features to be
relatively cool with only a few point sources of high temperatures on the face of the October-November
2009 lobe (Figure 21b). The ash rampart marked the southern extent of a reasonably well-defined
crater/vent from which both venting and extrusion was occurring. The vent are was estimated to be
250-300 m wide W-E, and perhaps slightly less N-S. New dome material was observed extruding from
the vent area towards the north. The highest temperatures on the summit were recorded in this feature
(Figure 23). Other features observed on the summit included what was thought to be the remnants of
the 29 December spine and part of the NE lobe above Tuitts and Whites Ghauts. The surface of this lobe
was cooler than the material on the northern edge of the vent. As can be seen in Figure 25, much of the
material on the summit is of a definite blocky morphology, with only one or two small areas of smooth
surfaced material. High temperatures were recorded, and the lobe had a steep face and was frequently
shedding rockfalls.

Figure 22: Annotated photograph of the summit of the lava dome acquired on 30 December during a
helicopter observation flight from about 1500 m a.s.l. Labelled features include: ash rampart (dotted
line), main vent location (A), new lobe material to N and NW (B), Oct-Nov 2009 lobe above White River
(C), remnants of spine from 29 December (D) and the NE lobe above Tuitts and Whites Ghauts (E).
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Figure 23: Thermal infrared image overlaid on a digital photograph of the summit of the lava dome.
Several hot areas can be identified and are related to features labelled in Figure 25. Image acquired 30
December 2009. IR image courtesy of Marc Bernstein, University at Buffalo.

On 2 January 2010, a large shear lobe was observed (Fig. 21c). The shear lobe originated from the main
vent and grew towards the NE above Farrells Plain. This shear lobe was destroyed in the explosion on 8
January (Figure 21c). Although no direct observations were made it is likely that little material was lost
from the SW lobe. Continuous fumarole activity in the NE sector of the dome prevented observations
there. It is likely however, that significant changes to the morphology of the dome occurred there.
Post-explosion growth was focused in the NE sector of the dome, such that on 28 and 29 January, a new
lobe was observed. The lobe was approximately twice the size of the pre-explosion shear lobe and filled
the void created by the explosions on 8 and 10 January (Fig. 21d).
Brief observations on the morning of 5 February suggested that new growth had occurred on the
summit of the new dome. This material was removed by the Vulcanian explosion on the afternoon of 5
February. Material would also have been removed from the W sector of the dome above Gages Valley.
Observations on 7 and 8 February revealed that some of the material lost in the explosion had been
replaced (Fig. 21e). Following the explosion on 8 February, no observations could be made to determine
how much material was lost from the W sector of the dome.
Post collapse, brief glimpses of the dome on 12 February showed that considerable material had been
lost from the summit of the dome and from the northern face and talus slope below. Observations on
18 February revealed a large crater behind the headwall of the collapse scar. The depth of the crater is
at most 50-75 m below the northern rim. The highest point of the crater rim appears to be located on
the southern side of the dome, and may be 90 m lower than the pre-collapse summit. A large mass still
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exists to the W and SW above Gages Valley and the White River, and this currently forms the highest
point on the dome at about 1140 m. Figure 24 shows the dome as of 18 February 2010.

Figure 24: A view of the lava dome from the observation deck at MVO on 18 February, 7 days after the
partial collapse on 11 February. The large scar generated by the violent PFs and blast is denoted by the
black dashed line, while the explosion crater in the summit is highlighted by the dotted white line.
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1.5.2. Dome Volume
Estimates of the dome volume were made when possible throughout the current phase of growth. The
estimates are based on images acquired from MVO, Old Towne, and the time-lapse cameras at Jack Boy
and Fergus Ridge. The images were scaled using features with known dimensions, e.g., the height of
Gages Mtn. Various shapes where then fitted to the areas of new growth, the dimensions measured and
volumes calculated.Table 3 summarises the dome volume estimations for the period 5 October 2009 to
11 February 2010.
Volume
Cumulative Volume
Total Volume Dome Elevation
(x 106 m3)a
(x 106 m3)
(x 106 m3)
(m a.s.l.)
05/10/2009
210.0
1050
20/10/2009
3.0
3.0
213.0
1110
b
29/10/2009
0.01
1146b
16/11/2009
10.0
13.0
223.0
1120
29/12/2009
0.07b
1140b
04/01/2010
10.0
23.0
233.0
1136
11/1/2010
-4.6
18.4
228.4
1106
29/01/2010
6.5
24.9
234.9
1130
05/02/2010
0.02b
1170b
a
Negative numbers indicate a loss of material from the dome
b
these are the volume and heights of short-lived blocky spines and are not included in the total volumes
Date

Table 3: Cumulative dome for the period 5 October 2009 to 18 February 2010. Total volume and height
for 5 October 2009 are the values reported to SAC 13 following the extrusive episode of 2 December
2008 - 3 January 2009
Prior to the partial collapse on 11 February 2010, extrusion had added approximately 25 x 106 m3 of
dome rock and talus to the pre-existing dome increasing the total dome volume to approximately 235 x
106 m3. During the growth period, there were several events that removed material from the dome. The
three Vulcanian explosions of January 8 and 10 January removed approximately 4.6 M m 3 of dome
material. The two Vulcanian explosions on 5 and 8 February also removed some material from the
dome. However, the amount is likely to be less than 1 x 106 m3 given the small size of the explosions and
the associated PFs. Periods of sustained PF activity on 25 November 2009 and 18 January 2010 may
have removed as much as 2 x 106 m3 and 1 x 106 m3 respectively from the W face above Gages Valley. If
the volumes removed (and supposedly replaced) are included in the volume above, then as much as 35 x
106 m3 may have been added to the dome to date during this phase. There has been no extrusion of
fresh material since the partial dome collapse event on 11 February.
Prior to 11 February the dome was the largest to have formed at the Soufrière Hills Volcano since
activity began in 1995. The partial collapse event on 11 February removed a significant portion of the
dome, estimated to be 18-20%. See Appendix 3 for more detail in the partial collapse-related changes in
the dome volume.
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1.5.3. Deposit volumes
The growth of the new lava dome since October 2009 has been accompanied by more than 9000 PFs
and rockfalls. This has resulted in significant valley infill and dramatic changes in the landscape around
the lower flanks of the Soufriere Hills volcano. Several ghauts, e.g., Tyers and Tuitts have been
completely filled with debris.
In an attempt to determine the amount of infill occurring, seven 1-m diameter discs were deployed to
scale features and calculate the amount of valley fill. In addition, TerraSAR-X change difference maps
have been used to map some of the deposits. Table 4 below summarises the valley infill between 5
October and 13 February 2010.

Ghaut

Max. fill
thickness
(m)
108
-

Fill volume
(x 106 m3)

Number of observed
pyroclastic flows

Dates of main activity

9.0
1.0
4.0
1.5

106a
323b

7/10/2009 to 20/11/2009

Tyers
Paradise
Whites & Tuitts
Ghautsc

30
24

5.8
0.4
12.0

174
447

Tar River

-

0.5

30

White River
Gingoes
Spring/Aymers
Gages Fan

5/11/2009 to 2/12/2009
and 25/1/2010 to
13/2/2010
1/12/2009 to 8/1/2010
14/10/2009 to 5/11/2009
and 23/11/2009 to
13/02/2010
08/01/2010 to
30/01/2010

Total:
34.2
1080
This includes flows that descended into Gingoes Ghaut.
b
This includes flows that descended into Spring/Aymers Ghaut.
c
Whites and Tuitts Ghaut are grouped together as flows would initially start moving down Tuitts Ghaut
and then crossed the divide into Whites Ghaut.
a

Table 4: Summary of the valley infill in the Drainages around the volcano. Volumes include the deposits
from the five Vulcanian explosions, but not the partial dome collapse event on 11 February 2010.

1.5.3.1. The White River
The White River has received the thickest amount of infill. Between October 2009 and February 2010,
approximately 9.0 x 106m3 of material had been deposited in the White River Valley, the majority of
which was deposited between 10 October and 21 November 2009 when the growth of the dome above
the White River was most active. Deposits in the main chute at the head of the valley were more than
108 m thick. There were several large PFs down White River during this period, the first of which
occurred on 16 October, 2009, when the flow just about reached the sea. The volume of this flow has
been estimated to be approximately 0.35 x 106 m3. During the Vulcanian explosion of 8 January and the
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partial dome collapse on 11 February, very little material entered the White River. Approximately 30,000
m3 is believed to have entered the White River from the 8 January explosion and virtually nothing from
the partial dome collapse on 11 February.

1.5.3.2. Gingoes Ghaut
Although the head of Gingoes Ghaut lies adjacent to and NW of White River Valley, it was not affected
by large PFs and rockfalls until the White River had been considerably infilled. Activity in Gingoes Ghaut
was relatively low compared to other ghauts and mostly occurred in two periods from 20/12/20094/1/2010 and 20/1/2010-14/2/2010. It is estimated that as much as 1 x 106 m3 may have been
deposited in Gingoes, approximately half of which would have been from PFs associated with the
Vulcanian explosions on 8 January and 8 February, 2010.

1.5.3.3. Gages Fan and Spring/Aymers Ghauts
As can be seen in Figure 2, Gages Fan and Spring Ghaut were second only to Whites and Tuitts Ghauts in
terms of PF activity. Semi-continuous rockfall activity at times created a deep chute above Gages Fan
that fed PFs directly into Spring and Aymers Ghauts. Thus the majority of material that descended upper
Gages Fan was deposited in Spring Ghaut. It is estimated that as much as 5 x 106 m3 have been
deposited in Spring and Aymers Ghauts. Of this volume approximately 3 x 106 m3 are likely to have been
from two sustained, but short-lived periods of PF activity on 24 November 2009 and 18 January 2010.
Gages Fan was affected by all five Vulcanian explosions, and a number of moderate sized PFs associated
with collapse of parts of the new lobe to the W. It is probable that as much as 1.0 - 1.5 x 106 m3 of
material has been laid down on Gages Fan, including approximately 0.5 x 106 m3 from the 8 January
explosion.

1.5.3.4. Tyers Ghaut and Belham Valley
Throughout the entire growth episode, rockfalls have descended towards Tyers Ghaut. Two moderate
PFs reached about 2.5 km down Tyers Ghaut on 12 and 15 October 2009, though it wasn’t until late
November through to early January that moderate PFs were a regular occurrence in the valley. The PFs
associated with the explosions of 8 and 10 of January deposited approximately 1.3 x 106 m3 in Tyers
Ghaut and the Belham Valley. In the mid-reaches of Tyers Ghaut, below Rileys, deposits are up to 6 m
thick. Overall, there was as much as 30 m of infill in Tyers Ghaut, most occurring in the upper reaches of
the ghaut where the remnants of the old English’s Crater were buried, and approximately 5.8 x 106 m3 of
material filled the Ghaut. See Appendices 2 and 3 for information about the explosion and collapserelated deposits.

1.5.3.5 Paradise Ghaut
Paradise Ghaut was largely unaffected by PF activity throughout the period of dome growth until the
first Vulcanian explosion on 8 January 2010 and the partial dome collapse on 11 February, 2010. Prior to
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these two large events the main directions of PF activity were to the NW, N and NE. A number of flows
were observed travelling across Farrell’s Plain at various times during the extrusion episode (see Figure
2), though none of them were large enough to reach Paradise Ghaut. More information on the deposits
from the partial collapse can be found in Appendix 3.

1.5.3.6 Whites and Tuitts Ghauts
Whites and Tuitts Ghauts were the most heavily affects Ghauts around the volcano. More than 37% of
the observed PFs (see Table 4) recorded by MVO staff descended these two ghauts. Of the many
moderate-large PFs down Whites/Tuitts Ghauts, one flow on the evening of 27 November, 2009,
reached the sea down Whites Bottom Ghaut. As much as 24 m of infill occurred in Whites Ghaut, and a
smaller amount of about 10 m in Tuitts Ghaut in the area around the gap in the divide between the two
Ghauts. In all about 12 x 106 m3 of material was deposited in these two Ghauts, including approximately
2.9 x 106 m3 from the 8 January explosion. There is likely to have been further significant infill from the
PFs associated with the partial collapse, although Whites and Tuitts Ghauts were not as extensively
impacted as Paradise Ghaut (see Appendix 3 for more detail).

1.5.3.7 The Tar River
The Tar River has had minimal PF and rockfall activity due to the presence of the 2006-07 lobe and
growth being concentrated in the N and W sectors. Despite this, there have been 30 observed PFs (see
Table 4) in the Tar River. Several of these are known to have been caused by degradation of the old
2006-07 lobe, while others are known to be associated with the new dome growth. Between 23 and 30
January 2010, there was a noticeable increase in the number of PFs in the Tar River. These flows were
probably sourced from new dome growth that was occurring just to the SE of the main vent located at
the summit. Some of the PFs during this period reached the sea. The amount of material involved is
thought to be low, probably < 100,000 m3.

1.5.4. Extrusion Rates
Table 5 lists averaged extrusion rates for the period 9 October 2009 to 4 January 2010 based on dome
and deposit volume estimates. The values reported in Table 5 fit with the long term average of 6.3 m 3/s
for the period 9 October 2009 to 11 February 2010, based on the total of 70 x 106 m3 of dome rock, talus
and PF deposits. Occasional visual observations of the lava dome from the helicopter revealed that the
dome had a mostly blocky nature. Some of the features of the dome growth when growth was occurring
at the summit, but not increasing in altitude shedding PFs in more than one sector simultaneously,
appear similar to the pancake lobes of Watts et al. (2002).
Although the averaged extrusion rates are 7.3 and 6.1 m3s-1 respectively it seems likely that extrusion
rates fluctuated on a daily basis. The spines that were observed are mostly likely to have formed during
low extrusion rates of 1-2 m3s-1. It is possible that extrusion rates could have reached 10 m3s-1 at times.
However, the frequency of volume calculations during Phase 5 could not detect such rapid changes.
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Dates

Dome Volume
(x 106 m3)
13.0

Deposit Volume
(x 106 m3)
10.0

Extrusion Rate (m3/s)

9/10/2009 –
7.3
13/11/2009
14/11/2009 –
10.0
16.0
6.1
4/01/2010
Table 5: Average extrusion rates for the period 9 October 2009 to 4 January 2010.#
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1.5.3.1 Ashfall
Ash fall across inhabited areas of Montserrat has been investigated quantitiatively during the period of
the 8th November 2009 to the 14th February 2010. Results indicate that generally less ash fall is received
by areas to the North of the island and that the majority of ash fall occurs to the West-North-West in
Old Towne and on Garibaldi Hill.
During this time period 5 isopach maps were constructed following periods of more extensive ash fall
(Table 6). The maps enable the calculation of total ash volumes for each separate event, indicating
values in the region of 104 m3. The higher values in this range are consistent with events comprising of
several PFs and longer periods of ash venting.
Date

Volume
(m3)

Maximum
Measured
Thickness
(cm)

Associated Volcanic
Activity

Estimated
Pyroclastic Flow
Volume (m3)

Percentage
of Ash Fall
Generated
(%)

19/11/2009 4.7 X 104

0.18
(Woodlands)

PFs: Gages Valley and 2 X 105
Spring Ghaut (3 km)

23.5

04/01/2010 9.3 X 103

0.06
(Olveston)

Cycle at 13:00 LT. PFs: 1 1 X 105
Farrells Plain

9.3

06/01/2010 7.0 X 104

1.03
(Garibaldi
Hill)

Cycle between 12:00 6.5 X 105
and 13:00 LT. PFs: 2
Farrells Plain, 2 White
Ghaut, 1 Behind Gages
Mountain and 2 to the
NE

10.8

23/01/2010 6.5 104

0.07
Johns)

(St Ash Venting over night 1 X 105
and 1 PF – Gages, 1 TRV

65

07/02/2010 7.6 X 104

0.08
Peters)

(St PF - Gages. 1 Spring 2.5 X 105
Ghaut and 1 behind
Gages Mountain

25.33

Table 6: Summary table showing the results of the 5 isopach maps plotted during the period of the 8th
November 2009 and the 14th February 2010
The larger scale events such as the explosions on the 8th January, 10th January and 5th February 2010 all
produced little ash fall. An isopleth map was generated for fallout derived from the explosion at 20:27
on the 10th January 2010 constraining the ash plume height to between 6.8 and 13.9 km. The partial
dome collapse on the 11th February 2010 generated widespread ash fall, however, the majority of it did
not fall in residential areas of Montserrat. Much of the ash was carried off shore and to surrounding
islands, with data collected from Guadeloupe indicating 0.014 cm of ash fall.
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2 Discussion of activity and comparison with past activity
2.1 Start of Phase 5
The onset of volcanic activity on 4 October 2009 marked the beginning of what MVO have defined as
Phase 5 of volcanic activity in the fourteen years and six months of the eruption at Soufriere Hills
volcano.
Phase 4 of activity finished on 3 January 2009 and was separated from Phase 5 by 10 months of
inactivity.

Figure 25 Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 January 1995 – 15 February 2010.
Extrusive phases and pauses are shown red and green respectively. Top: Number of seismic events
detected and identified on seismic system. Middle: GPS data smoothed with 7-day running mean filter.
red: GPS Northing of station TRNT (GAMIT processing). blue: GPS line length MVO1-SSOUF (commercial
processing software). black: GPS Height of HARR. Bottom: Measured SO2 flux, filtered with 7-day
running-median filter

The trend of steady 'inflation' of the volcanic edifice has prevailed throughout the inter-phase pauses
and was dominant between the end of Phase 4b and the onset of Phase 5 in 2009 (Fig 25)
From the onset of activity in Phase 5 cGPS has also recorded a clear ‘deflationary’ signal similar to but
possibly more rapid than in Phases 1-3. It is also worth noting that a distinctive ‘deflationary’ ground
deformation signal was not observed during Phase 4a. Ground deformation observations from Phase 5
seem more in keeping with earlier phases.
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Extrusion during the latter part of Phase 4b was focused near the summit of the dome. This continued
from the start of Phase 5, with the new lava dome built on several pre-existing dome structures.
However there is evidence that during most of this Phase of activity extrusion has largely taken place at
the summit focussed to the western part of the summit. This has resulted in PF activity associated with
dome collapse being markedly low in the Tar River valley to the east. This is unusual as most of the
previous phases of activity involved abundant if not dominant PFs have been in the Tar River valley.

2.2 Cyclic Seismic and Volcanic Activity
One of the striking features of Phase 5 to date has been the presence of strong cyclic activity, seen in a
variety of data sets. There are two periodicities, one with a period of between 5 and 7 weeks, and the
other with periods between 4 and 12 hours.
Appendix 1 contains a full description and a preliminary analysis of this activity.

2.2.1 Long Cycles
The 5 to 7 week cycles in activity are evident from the data shown in Figure 26. This shows the rockfall
counts and cGPS data between 15 August 2009 and 14 February 2010. The rockfall counts and, to a
lesser extent, the cGPS data exhibit a cyclic nature which divides Phase 5 into three distinct episodes.
Analysis of the dominant direction of observed PF activity (see Section 1.2 and Figure 1.2 above)
suggests that these three Episodes are related to a switch of the focus of extrusive activity from the
West to the North and back to the West again.

Figure 26 Daily rockfall count (green) and northing displacement of TRNT cGPS station (black, running
average blue line) during Phase 5 of lava extrusion. The boundaries of the 6-7-week Episodes (blue
dashed lines) and the timing of explosion (red) and collapse (black) events are indicated by the vertical
lines.
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Cyclic activity with similar periods has been noted during previous extrusive phases at the SHV, in 1997
and perhaps between 2005 and 2007. However, neither of those periods appears to show any cyclic
ground deformation.

2.2.2 Short Cycles
Cyclic activity with periods between 4 and 12 hours has been a dominant feature during Phase 5. It is
seen in both seismic and observational data.
The seismic cycles are seen in distinctly different kinds of seismic activity at different times. There are
cyclic swarms of hybrid earthquakes, which merge to form continuous tremor (see Figure 1.2.2 above).
There are also cycles in rockfall activity on the dome and in continuous low-level seismic tremor,
containing no distinct seismic events, which is very often associated with ash-venting near the summit of
the dome.
The short-term cyclicity during some of Phase 5 is illustrated in Figure 27. Figure 27(a) shows the
network average smoothed RSAM (NASRSAM) data, determined using the technique described in
Section 4.1.3. This removes the spikes caused by individual events to highlight the background tremor
level. The data in Figure 2.2.2(a) shows very strong cyclic activity, with varying period and amplitude.

Figure 27 Cyclic seismic activity between 23 November 2009 and 14 February 2010. The times of the six
explosions, including the dome collapse, are marked in red. a) Network average smoothed RSAM
(NASRSAM). b) Time in hours between successive seismic cycle peaks.
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The times between the peaks of successive seismic cycles are plotted in Figure 27(b) for the same
period. There are two clear linear trends in this data, where the time gap gradually lengthens from
around 4 to around 10 hours prior to the explosions on both 8 January and 5 February 2010. Note that
the time taken for this change is about 4 weeks for the 8 January explosion and about 2 weeks for that
on 5 February.
The amplitudes of the seismic cycles, as seen in NASRSAM data, do not appear to show any clear pattern
prior to the two explosions.
Close examination of the data shown in Figure 27b shows that there was also a systematic lengthening
of the time between cycles prior to the dome collapse on 11 February 2010, but over a much shorter
time scale: only three cycles.

2.3 Dome Stability.
Since the renewal of dome growth in October 2009, the stability of the dome has been of great concern
to MVO. As was noted in the MVO report to SACs 12 and 13, the current dome has continued to exhibit
remarkable stability. In particular, the 2006-7 lobe at the head of the Tar River has, apart from some
normal degradation due to erosion, remained largely intact through the growth of the new dome. The
explosions of 8 and 10 January, and 5 and 8 February, as well as the partial dome collapse on 11
February have had little or no impact. Erosion of the talus around the foot of this lobe has continued,
further exposing the core of the lobe. It is possible that as erosion continues, this lobe may become
more unstable.
Prior to the partial collapse on 11 February, the new dome appeared to be very stable. The 5 Vulcanian
explosions in January and February 2010 did not result in either partial or wholesale collapse of the
dome. The dome has also resisted intense rainfall, seismic swarms, high heat at shallow levels and
intense fracturing. The partial collapse removed a considerable amount of material from both the dome
and talus slopes on the northern face. This has created a large collapse scar and explosion crater in the
dome bringing the stability of the remaining dome into question. As can be seen in Figure 21 section
1.5.1, there are several features of concern. The first of these is the wall that separates the collapse scar
from the explosion crater. This wall is about 200 m high and less than 100 m thick where it borders the
crater. It may not be much thicker at its base. A second area of concern is the stability of the large mass
above Gages Valley and the White River, which comprises new growth since October 2009 and dome
extruded during the December 2008-January 2009 episode. This mass has a very steep face on the
eastern side, and is thus largely unbuttressed. The potential for failure of this mass could be quite high.
However, if the mass were to fail, the likelihood of material entering the Belham is quite low, as the
mass would collapse into the crater, into the collapse scar, down Gages Valley and down the White
River. Thus, any work into dome stability should focus on the stability and potential effects of the failure
of the collapse scar headwall and the large mass above Gages.

2.4 The end of the eruption
Despite the very low seismic activity between Jan 2009 and 4 October 2009, SO2 levels remained high
throughout the pause in activity. In addition cGPS showed the continued inflationary trend across the
island.
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Therefore only one of the three ‘end of eruption criteria’ were met and there was no indication that the
eruption had ended.
Following the collapse of 11 February 2010 activity is currently low, however it is far too early to make
any judgements on future activity.

3 Hazards and risk
3.1 Hazard Level System and Evacuations
The Hazard Level System, introduced in August 2008, was tested during this period perhaps more than it
has previously.
Despite PFs moving down Tyers Ghaut with runouts of up to 2.5 km on 13 October 2009 the hazard level
remained at 3. However, in early December pyroclactic flows once again began moving down Tyers
Ghaut and on 10 December 2009 PFs reached the west end of Lees Village, a runout of 3 km. This point
was a previously stated ‘Trigger Point’ for moving up to Hazard Level 4, and was frequently made public
by the MVO Director on daily radio updates.
As soon as it was known that this ‘Trigger Point’ had been passed, an NDPRAC (National Disaster
Preparedness and Response Advisory Committee) meeting was called (there had already been one
earlier that morning). The MVO director recommended that the Hazard Level was raised to 4 and
NDPRAC ordered a night-time only evacuation of Zone B. This decision was broadcast on radio ZJB at
4:30 pm December 2010.
Since the Hazard Level has been at 4 MVO has been continually manned whenever people are in Zone B.
A number of times MVO staff on early morning duty have recommended to Salem police that the gate
into Zone B stays temporarily closed. Sometimes this has been for the whole day and other times this
has been until the next cycles of increased activity occurs. Typically (but not always) the highest activity
was on the cycle of increased activity.
The Vulcanian explosion on 8 January 2010 sent PFs 6 km down the Belham valley, about 1.5 km further
than ever previously. As a consequence on the same day NDPRAC made further restrictions to Zone B,
preventing all access to Isles Bay on the south side of the Belham valley.
MVO were fortunate in that the wind direction during the 11 February 2010 dome collapse was to the
north east, and the activity could be observed much better than most previous dome collapses. For
more than an hour, there were no signs of activity that might head either west beyond Gages Fan or
north west towards the Belham River. The first sign was at 13:04 when the active area of flows on the
northern flank of the volcano appeared to enlarge westwards and there was a small flow in the Upper
Belham. MVO called immediately for the siren to be sounded, signaling an evacuation of Zone B. The
one large flow into the Belham started at about 13:17 and terminated near Corkhill at 13:33.
MVO have called Salem police station to recommend sounding the evacuate siren three times in
emergency situations in 2010. All three of these cases were due to PFs travelling down Tyers Ghaut and
into the upper reaches of the Belham valley. These occurred on 8 January and 5 February 2010 during
Vulcanian explosions and on 11 February associated with the dome collapse event.
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In all cases there were delays in sounding the siren (not due to MVO) due to the malfunction of the
system. As of 14 February 2010 it is understood that the siren system is now working efficiently.
However there has yet to be an evacuation drill.
Owing to the removal of significant parts of the dome above Tyers Ghaut NDPRAC reduced the hazard
level to 3 on 23 February 2010.

3.2 Risk Assessment
At two periods, in early December and toward the end of January, MVO led an Expert Judgement
elicitation of a series of questions about probabilities of likely scenarios over the short term i.e next
month. These elicitations were done in close collaboration with Willy Aspinall and involved some
members of the SAC. These exercises were extremely useful in gaining a consensus on the opinion of
scientists closest to the situation and the results were used to inform NDPRAC of possible future
scenarios.
Further training of MVO staff in the expert judgement risk assessment process is planned for late March
2010.

4. MVO monitoring and monitoring Networks
4.1 Seismic Monitoring
4.1.1 Seismic Network
In general, the seismic monitoring network has performed well, although there are still occasional
problems with communications. A planned upgrade to the ethernet radio system may help to reduce
these problems. The most recent station, installed by the University of Leeds at Waterworks (MBWW) in
early 2009, is now performing well after some initial problems with radio communications. The seismic
station at Harris (MBHA) was presumed to be destroyed in the 11 February 2010 dome collapse.
The Fergus Ridge station (MBFR) still has timing issues which have not yet been resolved.
There have been two periods, in early January 2010 and in mid-February 2010, when the number of
working stations in the seismic network fell below optimal level, sometimes as low as five stations out of
twelve. Stations stopped working because of power failures caused by the accumulation of volcanic ash
on solar panels and the problems in accessing the stations to clean the panels. MVO is looking at ways to
improve the ability of the seismic stations to run under such conditions.
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4.1.2 Network Bias. Detection Threshold and Daily Event Counts

Figure 28 Seismic data for the period 01-Oct-2009 to 14-Feb-2010. a) Daily counts of all seismic events.
b) Daily counts of Rockfalls and LP/Rockfalls. c) Number of operational stations in the MVO seismic
network up until 1-Feb-2010. d) Manual count of rockfall-type signals from the MBFL helicorder plot.

One of the problems with the many station outages encountered during two periods in 2009 and 2010 is
the effect it had on the detection threshold of the seismic network, which in turn affects the daily event
counts. The counts are based on events that have triggered the seismic monitoring system and have
then been identified manually. The MVO system requires an event to be detected on three stations out
of ten possible stations before it is registered.
Figure 28 shows the daily counts of events for the period 1 October 2009 to 1 Feb 2010. The top subplot shows all events and that below it shows the combined number of Rockfalls and LP/Rockfalls. The
latter appears to show a very distinct cyclic pattern. The third sub-plot shows the effective number of
stations that were working on each day. This was calculated using the helicorder plots to estimate the
percentage of time (to the nearest 10%) that each station was operating on each day. The effective
number of stations shows a clear dip to as low as four from late December until mid January. This
coincides with the dip in activity in the event counts. Considering that two of the four stations working
were usually MBFL and MBGB, furthest away from the seismic activity, it is clear that this would have a
significant effect on the detection capability of the seismic network
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There is a smaller dip in the number of stations in mid November, again coincident with a smaller drop
in event counts.
The daily event counts are clearly biased by the detection threshold of the seismic network.
The bottom sub-plot in Figure 28 shows the results of an attempt to obtain an unbiased daily count of
Rockfalls and LP/Rockfalls during this period. It shows the daily count of rockfall-like signals seen on the
helicorder plot for MBFL SHZ. MBFL is the only station that was in operation for most of the period.
This plot shows that the variations in rockfall activity suggested by the usual count are probably real, but
not so well defined, particularly the increase in activity after the explosive activity in early January 2010.

4.1.3 RSAM
Starting in late January 2010, MVO records RSAM using filtered data from the broad-band (BB) seismic
stations. The filter is a 1 Hz high-pass filter, approximating the response of traditional Short-Period (SP)
seismometers. RSAM was originally developed using SP data, and it has become clear to MVO staff that
the usefulness of the RSAM data is at times compromised by using it with BB data.
This is illustrated in Figure 29, which shows the 1-minute RSAM data at two stations, MBGH and MBGB,
for a 60-hour period in late January 2010. The difference between the BB and SP RSAM for MBGH is
negligible, but the difference at MBGB is very clear, with the BB seriously affected by low-frequency
oceanic microseisms.

Figure 29 RSAM data calculated on BB and SP seismic signals at MBGH (top) and MBGB( bottom).
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Since this started, the SP RSAM has proved useful. The BB RSAM is still being recorded.
Unfortunately it is not practical to go back and compute SP RSAM for seismic data before February 2010.
The activity in Phase 5 underlined the need for near-real-time seismic data. The data-processing system
in use at MVO now generates a quasi-real-time plot of processed RSAM data which proved very useful
in identifying and tracking the seismic cycles and other activity.
The processing methodology is a development of that used by Stewart et al (2009) to track cycles during
phase 4b. That used a running-median filter to separate the background tremor from the spikes
generated by individual events. The processing now calculates RSAM parameters for the network as a
whole instead of for individual stations, so should be more robust.
The processing is as follows:
1) We obtain a 1-minute SP RSAM for all the stations except MBRV, which is too distant from the
volcano. At three-component stations, this is calculated from the SP RSAM data for all three
components.
2) This data is then smoothed using a running-median filter.
3) Spikes corresponding to individual events at each station are identified in this data by subtracting the
smoothed data from the unsmoothed.
4) The Network Average RSAM (NARSAM) is the weighted mean value of the station RSAMs. The
weighting is based on the long-term RSAM levels at each station during periods of no extrusion and low
seismic activity. This was found to be more stable than several alternative schemes, including
instrument gain and distance from the volcano.
5) The Network Average Smoothed RSAM (NASRSAM) is the weighted mean value of the smoothed
station RSAMs, using the same weighting as above.
6) Events are said to occur if three or more stations have an event spike at the same time. The size of
the event is the weighted mean value of these spikes.
7) The number of events is counted for each 30-minute interval.
An example of the resulting summary RSAM plot is shown in Figure 30, for a 60-hour period in earlyFebruary 2010.This shows, from top to bottom; the raw RSAM data for MBFL SHZ, the station that
shows fewest outages; NARSAM ; NASRSAM; events sizes; and event counts.
This plot can be generated for any time period relatively quickly. It is also generated every 15 minutes
covering the previous 60 hours. The plots have been very useful in following the activity. It does
however need further modification to deal with times when there are a large number of station
outages.
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Figure 30. Summary RSAM plot calculated automatically every 15 minute, showing the past 72 hours of
data. a) RSAM for MBFL SHZ, the station with the fewest failures. b) Network average SP RSAM. c)
Smoothed network average SP RSAM. d) Detected events, plotted using an estimate of event size. e)
Number of detected events in 30 minute intervals.

4.1.4 Seismic Magnitudes
Magnitude determination has always been a problem with the MVO seismic network. This is mainly
because magnitudes are calculated using stations near the volcano making it very difficult to
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compensate for source and path effects. In addition, the MVO magnitude scale has never, as far as we
know, been calibrated against any other magnitude scales.
Suepaul (2009) has looked at an alternative methodology which could help with magnitude estimates
for the larger seismic events at the SHV. This study compared the durations of seismic signals from local
and regional earthquakes recorded at the Rendezvous Bay station (MBRV) with the magnitudes reported
for these earthquakes by SRC, Trinidad. This was then used to create an MBRV duration magnitude scale
that could be applied to volcanic earthquakes at the SHV. This scale has two possible advantages. First,
the station is almost equidistant from all the SHV hypocentres, minimising errors from path effects.
Second, a duration magnitude scale is usually much more robust than one based on amplitudes,
especially when a very small number of stations are used.
This work is not yet complete, but the initial results are encouraging. Table 7 lists the large VT
earthquakes recorded during 2008-2009 and reported in SAC-13. The MVO magnitudes were felt to be
too large: a shallow M 3.5 - 4.0 earthquake in the Eastern Caribbean would normally be felt over a fairly
wide area, and none of these earthquakes were felt. The Md estimates from MBRV are considered to be
much more realistic.
Date / Time
05/10/08 17:06
06/11/08 15:35
06/12/08 20:10
04/02/09 15:15
05/02/09 23:48
29/03/09 20:29
15/05/09 03:39

M (MVO)
3.4
3.1
4.2
3.2
3.6
3.3
3.7

Md (MBRV)
2.6
2.7
3.0
2.9
2.8

Table 7 Magnitudes of Large VT Events in 2008-2009

4.2 Ground Deformation Monitoring
4.2.1 cGPS
All MVO cGPS stations are now telemetered, allowing automated and manual download and
configuration access from MVO. The upgraded cGPS equipment has performed well throughout the
reporting period. Intermittent problems with telemetry and power outages have delayed data
availability at times but problems have generally been quick to resolve. The station at Hermitage (HERM)
was inundated by pyroclastic surge on 8th January and Harris (HARR) was damaged during the February
11th event. The full extent of damage has yet to be assessed.
Data from four additional stations, operated by the CALIPSO project, are available to the MVO and
incorporated into routine processing.
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GPS data processing is performed using the MIT GAMIT/GLOBK software, which is configured to run on a
daily schedule. Automated processing has been largely successful for day-to-day operations. Continued
development and refinement of the processing configuration is ongoing.
Expansion and repair of the cGPS network is intended over the course of 2010, including the addition of
two new sites at Fergus Ridge and Lee’s Yard.

4.2.2 Campaign GPS
An initiative is underway to re-launch campaign GPS measurements at various locations around the
volcano. Improved density of geodetic observations is anticipated to provide valuable constraint for
ground deformation modelling. New campaign GPS sites have been added to original surveying locations
to expand the existing network. More details are reported in Appendix II.

4.2.3 Tiltmetry
A tilt station was prepared for temporary installation at Hermitage but abandoned after pyroclastic
surges covered the site in the 8th January explosion. Possible alternative safe and accessible sites include
Long Ground and Lee's Yard, but these have the drawback of being further than ideal from the volcano.

4.2.4 EDM
EDM lines have been intermittently obscured by ash-covered reflector prisms. The reflector and
measurement station at Spanish Point was destroyed in the 11th February event. MVO has replacement
equipment and plans for installation of new reflector and surveying sites are under way.
4.2.5 Deformation Modelling
Progress with deformation modelling has been delayed by duties that have arisen with the renewed
onset of activity at SHV. The wider coverage of the MVO+CALIPSO cGPS network since the last long-term
extrusive phase means that data recorded during Phase 5 will be valuable in future modelling efforts. In
addition, regular measurements from the dense network of new and resurrected campaign GPS sites
will provide useful constraint for deformation models.

4.3 Dome Volume
The pre-existing procedures for monitoring dome volume were evaluated following the arrival of Dr. A.
Stinton at MVO.
Continued use of some of the procedures was not possible due to equipment changes and unsuitable
software. The Pixel-Area method developed by L. Ruiz and G. Ryan does not work with the current suite
of cameras (both fixed and personal cameras owned by staff). Consequently this methodology will no
longer be used. However, research in to the principles of the methodology is ongoing and it is possible a
revised procedure could be implemented at some point in the future..
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The PhotoModeler software package was re-evaluated. While the software is capable of generated 3D
models of objects, it was decided that this software is not suitable for use at MVO for generating dome
volume measurements. The software has an overly complicated methodology and images must be
acquired under strict conditions that cannot always be met on a regular basis.
New photogrammetry software has recently been provided by Dr. Ricky Herd. The software, called
PicWorks, generates 3D topographic surfaces from a pair of orientated photographs acquired using a
regular digital camera and data collected by theodolite measurements. There are virtually no constraints
on the acquisition of the images to be used, making PicWorks a much more flexible software.
Preliminary results from a pair of images provided by Dr. Herd are promising and further evaluation
using images of the current dome is in progress. It is hoped that this software, in conjunction with
regular theodolite surveys and the new remote cameras (see Section 4.5 below), will be the primary
methodology for acquiring regular dome volume measurements.

4.4 Remote Cameras
The solution for re-establishing the network of fixed cameras around the volcano that was reported in
MVO reports to SACs 12 and 13 has been tested. During the 62 day test (from 26/11/2009 to
26/1/2010), the Canon S3iS camera and computer were programmed to acquire images every 2 minutes
between 09:00 and 22:58 UTC. Reliability issues relating to communication and the read/write
capabilities and storage capacities of the compact flash cards used in the embedded computers were
encountered resulting in the acquisition of approximately 43% of the images expected.
During the test of the fixed camera, three time-lapse packages were purchased from Harbortronics in
the United States. These packages are self-contained and include a Canon DSLR, a battery, solar panel
and timer hardware. They were purchased as a short-term solution to the problem of no regular images
of the dome. The cameras were deployed to Jack Boy Hill, Garibaldi Hill and Fergus Ridge in
mid-December, and have, despite issues with power supply, provided a semi-continuous supply of
images acquired every 3-15 minutes, 24 hours a day. Fig 31a shows the time-lapse package in place at
Fergus Ridge and Fig 31 b shows an example image from Jack Boy Hill. At present, the camera on
Garibaldi Hill has been retrieved from the field for the purposes of testing with the embedded
computers used in the prototype system described above. The camera worked flawlessly for 18 hours
with the computer and the system is currently undergoing testing of the radio link. It is anticipated that
the time-lapse packages will be replaced by the remote camera/computer system within 1 month.
Additional cameras may be purchased at this time to reoccupy previous sites at Perches Mountain,
Galways Mountain, St George’s Hill and Windy Hill. Thus up to 6 cameras could cover almost the entire
lava dome.
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Figure 31.a: Time-lapse camera package in situ at Fergus Ridge (b) Example image from the time-lapse
camera at Jack Boy Hill, acquired 3 February, 2010 at 08:34:11 UTC. This 30-second exposure records
strong PF and rockfall activity across the northern face, as well as the release of incandescent ash and
gas from the summit of the dome (arrowed).
4. 5 Thermal Camera
The fixed FLIR (forward looking Infrared) thermal camera mounted on the roof of the MVO has become
an important part of monitoring activities.
In particular it has been extremely useful in monitoring the location and direction of rockfalls and PFs
and the general location of dome activity, as well as identifying explosions occurring at night. It was
instrumental in detecting the overnight shift in the direction of activity two days before the dome
collapse on 11 February 2010.
The Vulcanian explosions in January and February 2010 were all captured with the thermal camera and
allowed the sequence and direction of PFs to be identified. In fact the smaller events on Jan10 and Feb 8
that occurred during the hours of darkness might not have been correctly indenfied if it hadnt been for
the thermal camera.
There are currently two issues with the camera, which should be fixed during a forthcoming
maintenance visit by the developers. The first is that the time stamp drifts significantly. The second issue
is that the size of the AVI files generated by the camera makes it impractical to access this data over the
internet.
A high-resolution thermal camera belonging to the University of Buffalo was used on Montserrat
between 9 December 2009 and 15 January 2010. This was an extremely useful tool, particularly when
used from the helicopter. The structure of the hottest areas of the dome could clearly be determined.

4.6 Infrasound Monitoring
Two of the three infrasound sensors installed by the University of Leeds at Waterworks are operating
and have provided useful data to MVO.
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The infrasound system installed by the University of Firenze on St Georges Hill in early 2008 has slowly
deteriorated because of problems with access and safety issues. It provide no useful data for the
potentially infrasonic events in January and February 2010.
The array has recently been reinstalled, with additional equipment, around MVO and will soon be
operational.
MVO continues to operate a single infrasound sensor, provided by the University of Firenze, as part of
the seismic network. This was installed at MVO, but was moved to St Georges Hill at the same time the
array moved. At least two more of these sensors will be installed at MVO seismic stations in the near
future.
The infrasound PC clock is now synchronised to a GPS clock. Work is ongoing to make the infrasound
analysis products available to MVO staff over the internet.

4.7 Satellite Imagery
MVO has continued to use satellite imagery to great effect during the current dome building phase.
Provision of RADAR imagery from the TerraSAR-X satellite by Prof. G. Wadge has continued
approximately every 11 days. The imagery has proved to be very useful for identifying and mapping the
distribution of PFs and surges. On two occasions, it has also been used to measure the amount of valley
fill between scene acquisitions. Unfortunately, due to the geometry of the scene, the imagery is heavily
distorted in the summit region and detailed analysis is not possible. InSAR TerraSAR-X data has been
evaluated by Prof. Geoff Wadge as a method for generating digital elevation models of the Soufrière
Hills Volcano. Initial results are promising and the evaluation is continuing.
MVO is part of the Globvolcano project. As a result, MVO receives information on thermal anomalies
recorded by the MODIS sensors onboard the Aqua and Terra satellites. This information is received at
irregular intervals. Consequently, some of the information is up to 3 months old on reception. Currently,
this information is just archived.
Occasional use has been made of the LADSWEB facility (http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/) for
downloading 250-m resolution MODIS thermal infrared imagery within 24-36 hours after its acquisition.
This imagery has been used to supplement the TerraSAR-X imagery for specific events, e.g., for the large
PF in White’s Bottom Ghaut on 27th, November 2009 that reached the sea. In addition, ASTER data has
been downloaded following the 11 February partial collapse to facilitate in mapping the deposits and
scar.
MVO has recently purchased the remote sensing analysis software ENVI. This will enable the processing
of the regular TerraSAR-X imagery (not InSAR) to be done in house. The software will also enable further
analysis of the MODIS imagery from LADSWEB. Prof. Geoff Wadge will continue to consult with MVO on
the TerraSAR-X imagery and assist in its acquisition.
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4.8 SO2 Tubes
Sulphur dioxide was measured at ground level for environmental purposes using diffusion tubes at various
locations; results are shown in Table . Results are obtained from an average of two tubes, which are
placed at any one site. The World Health Organisation guidelines are 40 ppb for 24-hour exposure, and 16
ppb for annual mean exposure, for which adverse effects on the respiratory system are seen in humans.
Table shows ambient SO2 concentrations at Plymouth is higher compared to the other sites, which is
normal and is due mainly to the prevailing winds. However, levels for all stations shows an increase in
concentration for tubes collected on 9th October. This reading has been the highest for the reporting
period.
Date

Plymouth

21-Aug-09

45.35

Richmond
Hill
19.3

25-Sep-09

44.3

09-Oct-09

St George's Hill

Weekes

Vue Pointe

14.45

6.95

8.35

29.85

8.95

3.15

2.9

48.9

36.6

27.65

6.85

8.45

02-Nov-09

45.2

28.6

14.25

6.7

3.3

20-Nov-09

23.35

13.25

11.3

6.7

4.05

18-Dec-09

23.3

11.95

17.05

3.75

2.35

Table 8 : Sulphur dioxide concentrations (in ppb) measured using diffusion tubes.

SO2 Tube Results 25.11.97 - 18.12.09

500.00

Police HQ, Plymouth
Richmond Hill-Sugar Mill
St.George's Hill
Weekes (Idas)
Vue Pointe Hotel

SO2 concentration (ppb)

400.00

300.00

200.00

100.00

0.00
11-Mar-97 24-Jul-98 06-Dec-99 19-Apr-01 01-Sep-02 14-Jan-04

28-May05

10-Oct-06 22-Feb-08 06-Jul-09 18-Nov-10

-100.00
Date & Time

Fig32 . SO2 concentrations from tubes for period 25/11/97 to 18/12/09.
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There were no tubes deployed during the period 21/08/09 to 11/09/09, hence the reason for the gap
shown in Figure 32. Reoccupation of the sites commenced on the 11/09/09. However, since the
increase in activity in October, the tubes have not been collected on the routine fortnightly basis that
they were prior to this period.

5. MVO Operations
5.1 Staffing
MVO has still not filled the position of Volcano Seismologist which is currently being re-advertised. SRC
and IPGP have sent staff members to MVO to provide unbroken cover for this position, with additional
remote support when necessary. The staff involved were Roderick Stewart, Christian Eligon, and Alex
Nercessian.
Mr Rohan Simpson left his post as ‘Software Engineer’ in January 2010 due to ill health. Ms Indira
Badal’s contract as Education and Outreach Officer was terminated in January. MVO are currently
recruiting for both posts with an extensive number of applications received for both positions.

5.2 Education and Outreach
Progress has been made with the MVO Outreach Plan 2008-2010 ‘Living with our Volcano’ . We believe
that the image of the MVO has improved. Two leaflets, one on the MVO itself and another on ‘Volcanic
Hazards’ have been completed. Two more are currently being completed: one on the ‘Soufriere Hills
Volcano’ and one on ‘Frequently Asked Questions’. MVO are also collaborating with the DMCA on a
‘Childrens Guide to the volcano’ leaflet.
The damaged kiosks have now been repaired and are back in operation.
In October 2009 MVO celebrated ‘Earth Science week’ with a public lecture given by the Director, and a
New Teachers induction session was hosted by the Director. On the 16 October despite high volcanic
activity an Open Day was held and over 100 school children from Montserrat visited the MVO. MVO
hosted several ‘Showcases’ explaining different monitoring techniques. The MVO was open to the public
after 4:30 pm.
Three MVO staff made presentations on Plate Tectonics at the Montserrat Community College in
January 2010.
The ‘new’ MVO website continues to receive a high number of visitors. MVO also has a ‘Facebook’ page
which invites comments from ‘fans’ but largely highlights articles and changes to the main website. A
web-based user survey in December was successful showing that the majority of people were more than
happy with the way MVO communicates information.
Jonathan Stone left at the end of his six month contract. He made a valuable contribution to Education
and Outreach at MVO.
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Cover for website maintenance is currently provided by SRC/IPGP staff.

5.3 Helicopter
The helicopter contract with Caribbean Helicopters has remained successful. There have been a number
of weeks when the helicopter has been unable to come to Montserrat owing to the widespread ash fall
making landing at sites around the volcano impossible.
MVO maintains close contact with the pilot at all times such that highly valuable observations and
photographs of activity during days when MVO does not have the Helicopter has been important.
A new helicopter contract for a further year is currently in ‘contract negotiation’ stage.

5.4 Collaboration
Marc Bernstein- 9 December and 15 January 2010. Buffalo University visited between He brought a high
Resolution FLIR thermal camera which proved very useful for monitoring dome growth.
Maurizio Ripepe –23 February -4 March 2010- installation of a new Infrasound network around the
MVO. Maintenance and upgrade of thermal camera software.
The first volunteer (Leanne Gunn) of the new system spent two months at MVO. She has worked on
ashfall, processing ash fall collected as well as collecting ashfall as and when it occurs in accessible
locations.
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